SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रेयरक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/ग्रा. अधिकार/De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.01 of enclosure

1. Instructors qualification was not as per NCVT norms.
2. Staff attendance on the day of inspection was less.
3. Tools equipment listed below were not available in Electrician and Mechanic diesel workshop.
   i. Air impact wrench with standard accessories.
   ii. Connecting rod alignment fixture.
   iii. Injector cleaning unit.
   iv. Diesel Engine- CRDI-4 stroke for Dismantling and assembling with swiveling stand.
   v. Heavy Commercial vehicle type (without body on frame).
   vi. Working Condition of diesel Engine- CRDI-4 Stroke fault simulation board.
   vii. Brake test arrangement with two spring balance 0 to 25 kg rating.
   viii. Hygrometer.
4. Separate washroom for girls was not available.
5. Machinery logbook was not maintained.
6. Area of Principal room and office area was not mentioned.
7. Only 35 out of 122 were present at the time

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

[Handwritten Note: 24/1/19]
DGT-Daff/2/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 21.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Amol Pvt ITI,
Antela N.H.-8, Pipili Stand Antela,
Virat Nagar, Jaipur-303119, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/Madams,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प्र. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औप्र./De-
Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of
Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy
enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following
Irregularities which is at SL.No.02 of enclosure

1. Electricity Bill after Feb. 17 was not available.
2. Tool list item no 68,69,107,108,127,132,137 were short.
3. Trainee attendance was 27% only.
4. 50% computers were short in IT lab.
5. Log Book was not maintained.
6. Electricity consumption per trainee per month was poor.
7. IT lab instructor was short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the
trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify
why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Pariali)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.pariali61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001,
   Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-
   affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these
   ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

Please CR Issue
Dharmendra Singh 24/1/2019
By Speed Post

DGT-Daff/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated– 21.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Argil Modern Pvt ITI,
Suratgarh Distt Sri
Ganganagar-335804, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमक - प. स.7(12)/ प.1/व।. औसत./De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.03 of enclosure

Staff deficiency-
1. Emp. Skills Instructor was not appointed by ITI.
2. 01 instructor and 01 G.I. was not available on the date of inspection.
Training-
3. 42 trainees were present among 65 trainees.
4. Training records like weekly, lesson plan, demonstration plan were not available.
Tools, Equipment & Machinery-
5. Tools equipment list was not available to verify the availability.
6. Hand drill m/c, heat treatment m/c was not in working order.
7. Mostly tools were found in packed condition; no practical training activity.
8. Proper ventilation was not available in workshop on ground floor.
9. Instructors for Engg. Drg. and IT lab were not appointed.
10. Class room area was short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

01 Please CR Issue
Dhastrondar Singh
29/1/19
DGT-Daff/2019-O/o DIR (TC)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,  
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,  
Dated – 21.01.2019

To,

The Principal,  
Balaji Pvt ITI,  
VPO-Pratapgarh, Tehsil-Thanagaji,  
Distt- Alwar-301027, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औपचार./De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.04 of enclosure

1. Staff was not available as per norms.  
2. Logbook for machine repair and maintenance was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mkr.parial@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:  
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.  
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)  
Joint Director of Training  
E-mail:- ravi.chitukoti@nic.in

Please CR issue  
Phirmander Singh  
24/1/19
By Speed Post

DGT-Daffl/2/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated– 21.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Rishi Pvt ITI,
Behind Patwar Mandal, Debari,
Distt- Udaipur-313001, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स. 7(12)/ प-1/प्र. औप्रस. /De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.05 of enclosure

1. Qualification of Emp. Skills instructor was not as per norms.
2. Area of Principal room & office were short.
3. Fitter instructor was not appointed.
4. Instructor Engg. Drg., IT, W/s Cal. & Sc. were not appointed.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

OLC Please. cr. Issue
[Signature]
By Speed Post

DGT-Daff/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated– 21.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Sankalp Pvt ITI,
Sikandra, Sikrai,
Distt-Dausa-303326, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

SIR/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प.1/A. ऑफर//De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No,06 of enclosure

1. Principal room and Office area were less than required.
2. Following items of Trade Electrician were found short –(1)-Oscilloscope dual trace- 30MHz-1 No. (2)-Inverter-1kva (3)-INK JET/LASER PRINTER-1 no.
3. Only 59 out of 105 trainees were present on the day of inspection.
4. Power consumption was poor.
5. Trainees were not in uniform.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(Ch. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

O/l Please CR issue
Dharmendra Singh 24/1/18
To,
The Principal,
Aarav Pvt ITI,
Tankordo Tech-Chomu
Distt-Jaipur-303702, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमक रा. च. 7(12)/ रा-1/डा. औऱा/डे-
Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of
Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy
enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following
Irregularities which is at SL.No.07 of enclosure

1. No any staff was appointed.
2. No any trainee was present at the time of inspection in institute.
3. ITI was not running and appeared as closed.
4. ITI officials refused for inspection and no record supplied to inspection committee.
5. Electric bill was not in the name of ITI. It was issued in the name of Kaluram Sharma.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the
trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify
why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001,
Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-
affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these
ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(JH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

[Signature]
DGT-Oaff/2/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 21.01.2019

By Speed Post

To,
The Principal,
Vinayak Pvt ITI,
Tikri Jafra, Tehsil-Mahwa,
Distt- Dausa-321608, Rajasthan-321608

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प-1/प्र. औपचार/De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.08 of enclosure

1. Item of Trade Electrician found short- 14 items.
2. Only 32 out of 128 trainees were present on the day of inspection.
3. Power consumption was very poor; only 0.5 units per student per month.
4. WS Cal & Sc. Instructor was found short.
5. Principal room and Office area was short.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mahir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial@1@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trade/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/2/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training

Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 21.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Bhagirath Pvt ITI,
Vill Mojpur, NH 11, Mahuwa,
Distt- Dausa-321608, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कमंक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औपच. /De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.09 of enclosure

1. Shop tools equipment & machinery item no. 19, 52, 62, 98, 113, 115A, 122,123, 126, 132, 133, 134 were short.
2. Boards & signage were not sufficient.
3. Electrical wiring & earthing were not proper.
4. Power consumption was very low.
5. One electrician instructor was short as per norms.
6. The machinery & equipment inside the workshop were not in use since long.
7. There were no separate washroom for girls & boys and it was unhygienic.
8. IT lab not established properly.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mkr.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-8, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

[Stamp]

O.K. Please CR issue
24/1/19
Dharmendra Singh
SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औप.स./De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.11 of enclosure

1. ITI Staff was not present at the time of inspection.
2. Wls Cal & Sc. Instructor, Engg. Drg. Instructor, Emp. Skills Instructor were not appointed by ITI.
3. Training record was not available
4. Equipment & machinery was not installed properly in workshop for training purpose.
5. Training records of students were not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
DGT-Daff/2019-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training
Employment Exchange Building,
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,
Dated- 21.01.2019

To,
The Principal,
Shrnath Pvt ITI,
Ram Nagar Colony, Rajakhera Road,
Distt-Dholpur-326001, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. 7(12)/ प्र-1/प्रा. औपचार./De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.12 of enclosure

1. Principal room and office area was short as per norms.
2. Instructor Mr. Subhendra Singh and Mr. Sonu Kumar were appointed before qualifying the technical qualification.
3. Rubber mats for safety purpose were not available in electrician workshop.
4. Machinery and tool list was not available for verification of items, thus items were short as per norms.
5. Staff not appointed as per NCVT norms.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mahir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully,

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
L.R.Pvt ITI,
Barod, Opposite Power House,
Behror Road, Barrod, Distt-Alwar-301020,
Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औपचार/De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.13 of enclosure

1. Tools & Equipment Shortage – Rawal Plug Tool & Bit, Pocker, snips straight 25cm, gauge Imperial Sheet, Pipe Bender Spool Type Upto 25 mm, Forge portable hand Blower
2. Capacity Utilization (Power) was 89.83 unit only for 9 units; very poor.
3. Area of office found short.
4. Staff short as DGT norms.
5. Less power consumption.
6. Log Book of machine was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.
Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilukoti@nic.in
To,
The Principal,
Dev Pvt ITI,
Plot No 40-41 Vikas Nagar II Nayabas,
Jamwarangarh, Distt-Jaipur-303109, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - प. स.7(12)/ प्र-1/प्र. औपरा/De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.14 of enclosure

1. Only 18 out of 126 trainees were present in the institute.
2. All the trainees of three shifts were sitting together in one class in one shift.
3. The condition of workshop machinery & furniture shows that no practical work was carried out in ITI.
4. The institute was not found serious about training.
5. IT Lab not maintained.
6. Record related to training was found fake.
7. Log book was not maintained.
8. Staff and were not knowing each other means they were called for inspection only

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note : This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail: ravi.chilikoti@nic.in

[Signature]

[Stamp]
DGT-Daff/2/2019-O/o DIR (TC)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training  

Employment Exchange Building,  
1st floor, Pusa, New Delhi,  
Dated- 21.01.2019

By Speed Post

To,

The Principal,  
Shree Ganesh Pvt ITI,  
Opp. Koliyon Ki Athai Bheetar Bari, Bayana,  
Distt-Bharatpur-321401, Rajasthan

SHOW- CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sir/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. क्रमांक - पा. स.7(12)/ प्र.-1/प्रा. औपचारिक/De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following irregularities which is at SL.No.15 of enclosure.

1. Shortage of tools and equipment: Only 88% tools and equipment were available.
2. E/Skills instructor was not available.
3. Electricity consumption was low.
4. Principal room, Office area was short.
5. Coverage of syllabus on weekly basis- No record available.
6. NIMJ books were not available.
7. Computers were not in running condition in IT lab.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir Kr. Parial)  
Director of Training  
Member Secretary (NCVT)  
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure : As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn’t admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)  
Joint Director of Training  
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

24/1/18 01c  
Dharamprasad Singh

24/11/18 01c  
please CP issue
To,
The Principal,
M.L. Mittal Pvt ITI,
Dadhich Market, Nayla Road, Kanota,
Tehsil Bassi, Distt-Jaipur-303012, Rajasthan

SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE FOR DE-AFFILIATION OF TRADES/UNITS.

Sirs/ Madam,

This office is in receipt of a letter no. कम्-प.-स.7(12)/प.-1/प्र.अध्यक्ष./De-Aff./2018/27099 dated 17.12.2018, from the Commissioner, Employment & Training of Rajasthan State, forwarding therewith the inspection report of the above mentioned ITI (Copy enclosed). The State Directorate has informed that during inspection they have found following Irregularities which is at SL.No.10 of enclosure.

1. Neither site plan/building map was enclosed as part of rent-deed nor was address mentioned in rent-deed. Thus, rent deed may not confirm the address of institute. Therefore, location of ML Mittal Pvt. ITI is under doubt; it may be a case of building shift which makes the ITI liable for de-affiliation.

2. As per rent deed, no access has been given to ITI building from main road; therefore, entrance of ITI may be restricted at any time, thus rented building is not fit to run ITI.

3. Independent electric power connection was not available in the name of ITI.

4. Required electric power connection load was 20.80 KW whereas available load was 19 KW as mentioned in rent-deed.

5. Only 05 instructors were present on the day of inspection.

6. Instructor for Employability Skills was not appointed.

7. Signatures of Sh. Mukesh Kumar Saini, Sh. Sanjay Kumar Saini & Sh. Suresh Kumar Bunkar were found different in staff attendance register and student attendance register. Appointment letter and joining letter of staff was not available. It indicates conspiracy in appointment and actual availability of instructors.

8. No proof of salary payment also confirms unavailability of staff.

9. Experience certificates of technical staff were not available.

10. Electrician trade tool kit item no. 16 and tool, instruments and machinery item no. 9, 46 (50%), 74, 78, 83, 95 were found short.

11. Electrician trade item no. 10, 96, 97, 99 to 102, 104, 116 to 123, were not in working order.

12. Only 07 Computers were available in IT lab and only 02 out of 07 were in working order.

13. No internet connection was available in IT lab.
14. Website of the institute was not available.

15. Attendance of trainees was zero; no trainee was available. Student attendance register was marked as exam leave from 1st Jul, 2018 to 18th Jul, 2018. Neither such provision was available nor was institute was authorized to do so. Trainees' attendance was also found zero on 06/04/2018. Thus it is clear that training are not conducted at ITI.

16. Training related record of instructors was not available.

Accordingly, the State Directorate has recommended De-affiliation of your ITI for the trade/units as mentioned above, from NCVT. In view of above, you are requested to clarify why action should not be initiated to de-affiliate your institute.

The reply must reach this office latest by 11th February, 2019.

Yours faithfully,

(Mihir K. Parial)
Director of Training
Member Secretary (NCVT)
Email: mk.parial61@nic.in

Enclosure: As above.

Note: This notice does not invalidate any other previous notice(s) served upon you.

Copy to:
1. The Director, Directorate of Technical Education, W-6, Residency Road, Jodhpur-342001, Rajasthan to ensure that ITI doesn't admit trainees in the trades/units proposed for de-affiliation.
2. The officer dealing with NCVT MIS Portal to update the data & ensure deactivation of these ITI/Trade/Units.

Yours faithfully

(CH. Ravi)
Joint Director of Training
E-mail:- ravi.chilukoti@nic.in

O/c Please clear issue

25/1/18 Dhammendrasingh